undertaking. 5 A definite time limit was usually imposed on the continuation of the corporate existence. The powers that might be exercised were sparingly enumerated, rather than by general grant. The incorporators or directors were often required to be residents of the domiciliary state. There was no power to hold stock in other corporations. And all of these limitations were enforced with a strict eye. This may reflect an uneasy recollection of the vast holdings of property by the Church in England, and, indeed, in all of Europe, until the sixteenth century. But in any event, the policy of restraint is clear.
If we say that America's greatest need at the end of the eighteenth century was political independence from Europe, we may equally agree that her greatest need in the second half of the nineteenth century was the multiplication of property. New means were provided by the techniques of the industrial revolution. New necessities were presented in the subjugation of the continental wilderness, which was a supreme opportunity and challenge. Throughout this period, accordingly, and for another third of a century as well, the aspects of property received special veneration. The social need combined with feudal tradition for this result. The astonishing advances in material prosperity that ensued made it easy to accept the supremacy of property as a natural and sufficient postulate.
This postulate received some of its most striking illustrations in court decisions on attempts to amend corporate charters. Rules of feudal rigidity were built up on the basis of a prior decision that had been rendered in a different context with regard to Dartmouth College. 6 Before the days of the American business corporation, the Supreme Court had been faced by an attempted appropriation of an institution established in corporate form by royal charter. The Trustees of Dartmouth College were entitled by charter to appoint their own successors in perpetuity. On this basis, considerable sums had been bequeathed them by Lord Dartmouth for the "education of the American savages." After the Revolution, it occurred to New Hampshire that a more agreeable scheme would be for all the Trustees to be appointed by the Governor. So, it adopted an act purporting to amend the charter to this effect. This attempt to "nationalize" the control of Dartmouth was, in some respects, similar to the Egyptian expropriation of the Suez Canal. The change, intensely simple, was one by which "the will of the state is substituted for the will of the donors, in every essential operation," and, in consequence, the "system is totally changed" so as to be "subversive of that contract" 7 The Supreme Court held this invalid under the
Federal Constitution
No such difficulties would exist, Mr. Justice Story added in his concurring opinion, if "a power be reserved for this purpose" of later amend FixITY OF SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS 285 ment This cue was immediately followed by many states, and such reservations of power became customary.
As a simple matter of common sense, one would have supposed that the reservation of unlimited power of amendment of corporate charters would have made, as it was no doubt intended to do, the Dartmouth College case wholly inapplicable in subsequent corporation law. But judges seek what they think the country needsmost. With feudal recollections and guided by the dominant role of property in augmenting the American empire at that time, the judges set about to find "divers diversities" that might limit and defeat the reserved power of amendment. First, they extended the underlying premise of the Dartmouth College case. As decided, it did not involve a change by majority vote of the owners. Rather, it involved a state seizure of control of a private institution and its property. For all that, it was now extended so that, as in the case of realty and partnerships, the shareholder's interest, however defined in the charter, was constitutionally immune from any substantial change, except by his individual consent.
This made it necessary to inquire whether there had been "consent" in each particular case. The concept of consent comes from the law of private contracts. It is not an altogether easy matter to determine when there has been a meeting of minds between two men. It is decidedly more complicated to determine when there has been a meeting of minds between an individual investor and the sovereign, who can be found only in shifting groups of spokesmen and often enough expresses his will in Delphic phrases that become precise only with the slow elucidation of experience. But it is natural to deal with a new problem in terms of accepted tradition. There could be little doubt that consent is given if the power to amend on the assent of a stipulated majority was proclaimed in terms in the charter. If a purchaser assents to anything, he assents to that. 0 But there should be no more doubt where the right is reserved in the code or constitution of the domiciliary state. While these are more difficult to locate and often to understand, it is elemental that the law of the state at the time of issuing the charter is a part of the charter as fully as if printed in the text of the charter itself." It would seem to follow, therefore, as the modern cases hold, that there can be no impairment of contracts, and no taking of property, where the right to make the amendment is reserved by law.' 2 But for a long time, it was not so simple. The elaboration of the "consent" doctrine led to many scholarly "diversities." One line of cases held that the power of amendment reserved by statute should be so narrowly read as to include only those aspects of the corporate charter affecting relations with the state and, thus, to have no bearing at all on any proposed change of the class shareholder rights.' 8 As far as corporate readjustments were concerned, the result was the same as if there had been no reserved power at all and hence no "consent." A second line of cases held that even if the legislative authorization for charter changes dealt unmistakably with changes of class right, still it would not be applied to any particular change unless that particular change was itemized specifically in the statute. If some other name could be found for the change, as the resources of the bar and bench ordinarily permit, it was held beyond the reserved power. It was quite plain that when the judges considered property rights to be in risk, they would not listen to the legislature if they could find any way to avoid it. And, of course, they generally could. For example, although the Delaware legislature reserved the power for any alteration of "preference" upon a majority assent of the adversely-affected class, the Delaware courts held that accrued dividends of preferred stock were a "vested right" rather than a "preference" and, thus, beyond the scope of the reserved power 4 A third line of cases held that even if the reserved power was unmistakably clear and unassailably specific, nevertheless, it would not be applied to stock issued prior to the enactment of the statute. ' The flood tide of this judicial preoccupation with the fixed rights of private property, as well as its turn and ebb, can be found in the treatment given the Delaware legislation of 1927 broadening its amendment statute to include all "special rights" as well as "preferential rights." This was generally understood to permit the elimination of preferred arrears 1 0 Many transactions were accomplished on that premise. But then the Delaware Supreme Court unexpectedly held the new words inapplicable to previously-issued stock 1 The "vested rights" doctrine, however, had outlived its usefulness. Soon afterwards, the Delaware court found a way to permit changes to be made without regard to the calendar. It would uphold them so long as they were accomplished through the formal variant of a merger, even with a wholly owned subsidiary.'
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In retrospect, it is now apparent that this marked the end of "vested rights," "s For this result, a philosophy was presupposed by which a corporate charter is simultaneously three contracts: (i) a contract among the shareholders, (2) a contract between the shareholders and the corporation, and (3) a contract between the corporation and the state. See, e.g., Pronik v. Spirits Distributing Co., 58 N.J. Eq. 97, 42 Ad. 586 (Ch. 1899). State reservation statutes have all been interpreted as applying to corporate charters in so far as they are contracts between the corporation and the state. FixiTr OF SHAREHOLD. RiGHTS though the tide did not turn instantaneously and equally in all places.' 9 If particular aspects of a shareholder's interest were constitutionally immune from any substantial change, except on his consent, which is the "vested rights" doctrine, they would be no more subject to change by mere difference in technical procedure, whether or not accompanied by a cash-appraisal right. He would be constitutionally entitled to keep what he had and could not be forced to give it up for another form of property corresponding in another person's judgment to the value of what he liked. Logically, he could no more be forced to exchange his interests for cash than he could be forced to exchange them for stock. So when it was held constitutional to force an unwilling shareholder to accept money in a merger, it was only a question of time before logic and common sense would sweep away purely formal distinctions and, thus, eliminate what still remained of "vested rights." The real determinants of the courts' new approach to changes in the corporate structure are not, however, to be found in the rationale of the early cases. The reasoning of Havender° was as technical as Keller. 2 ' But technicalities can be a workmanlike device for opening a passage when that is being done for the first time. After Havender, we cannot doubt that the door was opened to remain open. The courts, at last, had recognized that a new world had grown up outside the courtrooms that could no longer be measured in the old Euclidian terms. The new spaces of the industrial world, like those of the physical, required a new philosophical formulation. Relativity was as applicable to one as to the other.
Instead of a neighborhood railroad which could not be extended except on unanimous consent, 2 2 the new systems ran from the Atlantic to the Mississippi.or thence to the Pacific, often with bus and air subsidiaries. The neighborhood power house had become an electric utility system serving a connected territory in several states. The neighborhood flour or textile mill had become a vast organization owning its sources of raw material throughout the world, manufacturing wherever economy indicated, and selling in the national market and beyond.
The statistical measure of these changes, ideally, would be a cumulative summary of the family corporations of fifty years ago, for example, that are now owned by the public, contrasting their assets, earnings, and number of stockholders at that earlier time with the present. But those figures are inaccessible. The pace of change can be illustrated, however, in other ways. The number of companies with securities listed on the New York Stock Exchange, which presupposes public distribution, has substantially tripled since the end of I9M3, increasing from an estimated 350 at that time to 11o5 on August 3, 1957. During this period, the number of listed shares increased from 151,000,000 at the end of 1913, to 8o8,oooooo at the beginning of 1929 aggregate market value increased from $7,ooooooooo to $218,ooooooooo. This is undeniably an important segment of the economy. Particularizing, we can take the twenty American corporations that are most widely owned by the public today and trace their growth since 1913 in the following tables. 82 This will require large increases in the physical plant of the economy. It will also require large-scale financing. It is estimated that during the decade ending in 1965, American business corporations will need to raise "$o billions in outside equity money" for the enlargement of their plant and equipment, or three times the volume of new stock financing in the last ten years a3 Financing of this extent will require resort to the American people for additions to their individual investments.
These developments are propelled by the "deepest force of the time," which is the aspiration of the masses of the people for increased participation in the new products made available by science 3 4 This necessitates production and distribution in the largest volume. This has been possible only though the astonishing growth of the American business corporation. It has grown in size, spread throughout the United States, overrun its political boundaries, and enlisted the investments of increasing millions of citizens. It continues to grow by its own concentration of ability and method. Thus, it has become a "political institution, ' ' .. "a quasi-governing agency." ' It is now a participant in the administration of affairs in a degree of importance having both national and international interest. This diversification of activity is essential not only to business, but also to government itself, since no modern state can hope to defend itself within the resources of its own political frontiers?
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In such a perspective, the old reasoning of private contract law has lost its savor, just as the feudal words "quamdiu, .... dummodo," etc. seem out of fashion now. FxxT'r op SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS As a corporation loses its neighborhood aspect and takes on the character of apolitical institution, it is of national concern that the corporation have flexibility to adapt itself to new challenges and new problems arising in our ever-changing economy. It becomes necessary that rearrangement of its capitalization with the shifting tides of business need should be accomplished like other practical decisions. This means that changes can be made by the majority within the procedural limitations set up by statute to safeguard the minority from abuse. No veto by a small group can be tolerated. However suitable the rule of unanimity might be for apartnership, it is wholly unsuited to political institutions0 8 In formal terms, this means the disappearance of the doctrine of "vested rights." And now, where a statute authorizes change, no limit is to be drawn on the power of the corporation to make changes of any nature and extent in the rights of shareholders, so long as the requisite proportion of the affected class assent. Conversely, modifications of class-shareholder rights will present no justiciable question, except where noncompliance with the statute or fraud is alleged. This is on the simple ground that if the amendment is authorized by statute, the legislature has spoken and judges should not deny its effect by substituting their own notions of public policy. 9 The logic of this approach is just as applicable to the recapitalization or extinguishment of preferred arrears 4 " as it is to the modification of other shareholder "rights," though in this particular area, the old rule has been given up witb_ special reluctance because of the semblance of retrospective change 1 No provision of the federal or state constitutions forbids giving full effect to such legislation. Thishas long been recognized in New York 4 It is increasingly the prevailing view elsewhere. 43 Indeed, a survey of judicial history since Havender reveals no landmark decision reinvigorating the old doctrine of "vested rights." This is not to say that shareholder interests have lost all protection under the Constitution. They retain such protection as comparable types of property enjoy. But it does mean that there is no constitutional requirement for unanimous assent for changes of class shareholder rights. Assuming the reservation of a power to amend, the assent of the statutory majority is sufficient and binding on all nonassenting members of the class, regardless of the times when the stock was issued and the statute enacted. Since these statutes were enacted to keep the agencies of business healthy and adaptable to changing business conditions, it is important that the same rules apply uniformly to all corporations, without regard to the time of their organization and financing. 4 The disappearance of "vested rights" in the sense of a requirement for unanimous consent before any change of important right is even more conspicuous in the pattern that has been followed by all new legislation in the last ten years. Beginning in 1946, thirteen states have adopted complete new corporation codes or largely amended their existing law. In every instance, these new provisions purport to authorize any kind of change, whatever its nature or extent, when approved by a specified proportion of the shareholders. In most instances, stockholders are protected against changes of a substantially adverse nature by requiring the assent of two-thirds of the affected class, voting separately, even though not otherwise entitled to vote at all by the terms of the charter. There is great merit in requiring that at least two out of every three adversely affected stockholders must favor the change. This high requirement will exert an influence on the formulation of the plan and, when satisfied, provides a strong practical assurance of the will of the owners. Where a two-thirds vote is required, none of the new statutes provides the alternative of a cash appraisal. Among the new statutes, that extraordinary remedy is confined to those that do not require a class vote or, if any, require no more than a majority assent. All these statutes confer the power of amendment in the broadest possible terms. While in two instances, the words are general in nature, they are, nevertheless, unlimited. The others take pains to enumerate all familiar types of modifications of class rights that had been reviewed by the courts, thus foreclosing any possibility of a This decade of legislation, in which about a quarter of the states rewrote their corporation statutes deliberately to preclude review for "fairness," followed immediately upon a decade which had been largely occupied in enforcing a "fairness" test in corporate rearrangements of wide diversification. Fairness in railroad reorganizations -under section seventy-seven of the Bankruptcy Act or chapter fifteen had been litigated -endlessly. 4 Experience with industries under section 77B or chapter ten had been .comparable. 49 Even the expert administrative agencies had found difficulties under section eleven of the Public Utility Holding Company Act 50 and under section five ,of the Interstate Commerce ActY 1 While such may be the rocky road to follow ' Administrative review is available uniquely in California by the definition of "sale" in the Blue Sky law. C.. CoRP'. CoDz § 250o9. An example of the uncertainties that result is afforded by the pending litigation of Western Airlines with the California Commissioner over the charter amendment approved by a 59% vote of its stockholders to eliminate cumulative voting. Western Airlines is a Dela--ware corporation; but in view of this litigation arising out of California law, the amendment has been -withheld. See Seward, The Movement for Modernization of State Corporation Laws, Commercial and Financial Chronicle, July 11, 1957. Judicial review is available uniquely in Nebraska, under a statute permitting any adversely-affected stockholder to apply to any court of competent jurisdiction to -enjoin amendments "on the grounds of fraud or unfairness," with the requirement that the court enjoin -the amendments if the proponents "fail to show that, to a reasonable probability, they are fair, just, and -equitable." NED. REv. STAT. § 21-1162 (X954). Court review is also available in England by statute permitting any adversely-affected shareholder to apply to a court, which may disallow the amendment "if satisfied, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, that the variation would unfairly prejudice the shareholders" of that class. (1948) . The difficulties in applying a test of "fairness" to corporate readjustments do not result from the imprecision of that term alone. They are inherent in the intrinsic vagueness of any standard, however defined, with which one attempts to weigh complex economic conjectures. Thus, the same uncertainties have been met under § 2ob of the Interstate Commerce Act, where the plan must be found to be "in the best interests" of each class.
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where creditors can not be satisfied or special public policies are to be enforced, the states have chosen a different road for the modification of class shareholder rights in the case of the ordinary solvent corporation. The reason has primarily been the belief, characteristically American in nature, that it ought to be possible to consummate practical transactions without having to stop first to conclude exhaustive examinations into matters that are largely indeterminable. Three contributing reasons may be noted. As the rate of economic change has quickened and corporatons have grown in size, the practical pressures for completing a plan expeditiously have increased. The same growth has been accompanied by a dispersal of stock ownership that has tended to separate management from domination by a cohesive group of stockholders. This has reduced the dangers of insider preference. Finally, the question of fair treatment involves a balancing of different investment attributes in the light of prospective future earnings, which is not pre-eminently adapted to the judicial expertise.
The extent to which the decisions and statutes discussed above cover corporate business in the United States can be judged from the following table identifying the ten states whose corporations had the greatest combined assets. This table is based on a study of the 6oo largest industrial, merchandising and utility companies in the United States. It shows that of those covered in the study, 498 were incorporated in these ten states.
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The modern view is, thus, securely established that a two-thirds vote of the affected class will bind the minority, as under the Model Act. II THE ScoPE OF JuDICIAL REvIw TODAY Though the old "vested rights" decisions were cast in terms of power, judges apparently were really troubled by the question of fairness of treatment. When they denied the existence of the power of a corporation to effect a proposed change on grounds that seemed technical, often they were motivated by the belief that the plan was unfair and should not be allowed, usually for the reason that management was apparently dominated by a cohesive majority group that was attempting to cut down the rights of a senior class or a minority of the same class without sufficient But "fairness" is an elusive standard. Where the statutory power exists, there is no clear and certain test by which the chancellor can allow its exercise for some purposes and disallow its exercise for others. The quest for "fairness" also leads the chancellor into new fields where he is normally not expert. It places on him the heavy burden of solving complex economic problems in order to formulate a judgment as to the soundness, and hence the fairness, of the proposed amendment. The efforts to apply a deliberate test of "fairness" were, thus, gradually abandoned. They finally disappeared with the "vested rights" doctrine. It is now recognized that where the legal power for a recapitalization exists, the question of fairness is not one for judicial examination:
The fairness or unfairness of corporate action may not be considered where that action is in exercise of a power conferred upon the corporation by the Act under which it was organized.
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.. . the minority shareholder may not obtain relief in equity where his claim is based upon unfairness rather than fraud. is sufficiently definite to be practical, though sufficiently elastic to evolve with changing circumstances. It is in sharp contrast with the roving judgment contemplated by the "fairness" test in reorganization legislation. Where fraud is alleged, all of the new corporation codes contemplate that the courts shall have jurisdiction, on timely application, to prevent the consummation of a plan. In some statutes, this is express. 6 In the Model Act and similar legislation, it is equally presupposed.
Where the interests of so many people are involved and the securities are traded on the exchanges, there is an unusually urgent need for prompt action on the part of anyone seeking to prevent the accomplishment of a plan. In the case of mostlisted securities, a stockholder will have received notice some three or four weeks before the meeting and should know that in the ordinary course, the amendment will be presented for effectuation immediately upon the conclusion of the meeting. Once the plan has been put into effect, it becomes virtually impossible to turn back the clock withoujt hurting the innocent as well as the guilty. For this reason, the doctrines of laches and estoppel should be applied with especial strictness. Those who have reason to object and know it but do not speak seasonably should not be heard subsequently. Ordinarily, this should mean action before the issuance of the amendment.
What then is fraud? There is no definition in the statutes. That is left, and rightly so, to the equity judges, who have always used it as a flexible means of preventing a wrong of such nature as to shock the conscience. Whatever the changing circumstances may be, the equitable doctrine of fraud will be available, though it remains to be formulated by actual decisions as controversies take shape. This necessary and unavoidable imprecision, however, makes it a dangerous weapon, and one that judges should use with great restraint. In the past, the term has acquired reasonably identifiable boundaries. When applied to determine the legality of changes in corporations, it should be kept within these limits. A few things would, thus, seem expectable.
Manifestly, "fraud" should not be used as a means of nullifying the recentlyenacted statutes. It cannot be found in a modification, as such, of a class shareholder's rights that is in terms permitted by the statute. To take an extreme case, a total cancellation of accrued unpaid dividends on preferred stock is one of the changes specifically authorized in the Model Act and most of the recent statutes. It "' See, e.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 13. 1-125 (Supp. 1956 ), restricting all review of Corporation Commission action to direct appeal, "except for fraud."
should not be possible for the courts to hold such an amendment, in and of itself, fraudulent, since it is not in their province to substitute their view of public policy for the one adopted by the legislature. 7 An exception might well exist, as indicated below, if the particular circumstances were such as to disqualify the vote as an authentic expression of class assent. But it is to be remembered that however the concept of fraud may evolve, it is still something different from unfairness. Since the pattern of recent legislation deliberately withholds court review for unfairness, the judges should be vigilant to see that they do not actually exercise such a jurisdiction under the name of "constructive fraud" or other vague metaphors of the fraud idea.
Affirmatively, it can be said with some confidence that as judges are accustomed to look with greatest favor on equality as a touchstone of equity, so inequality of treatment among members of the same class is the plainest badge of fraud. As long ago as i919, the Southern Pacific Company, upon the reorganization of an indirect subsidiary, caused the accomplishment of a plan by which the minority stockholders could obtain shares in the new company only upon paying an assessment of $71.4o per share, while the Southern Pacific was allotted all the stock in the new company for an assessment of no more than $26 per share plus a guarantee in respect to the new bonds and an underwriting commitment in respect to all the shares. The court sustained a subsequent complaint by minority shareholders as to the allocation of the new stock. It said that when a majority (here a single company) exercises control, "it occupies a fiduciary relation toward the minority,"" 8 and thus concluded that 59
... the minority may not be excluded from a fair participation in the fruits of the sale....
The wrong lay not in acquiring the [new] stock, but in refusing to make a pro rata distribution on equal terms among the old . .. shareholders.
This principle applies equally where shareholders seek a preference before creditors.° It applies also to beneficial incidents of the stockholder interest, even though not strictly a part of the assets held by the corporation, as where two preferred stockholders, the only ones to attack a reorganization plan, purported to appeal for the common benefit of their class and then, after the expiration of the appeal period, settled for a substantial payment. What the appellants received "in excess of their own interest as stockholders was not payment for anything they owned," but rather for settlement of litigation affecting equally all other preferred stockholders, from which it follows that the "fruit properly belongs to all."" 1 They were compelled, therefore, to make a pro rata contribution to all the other holders of the same class. For similar reasons, it has been held that preferential treatment for certain stockholders to induce their assent to a merger would constitute fraud justi- Pepper v. Litton, 308 U.S. 295, 3o6-i2 (i939).
.:Young v. Higbee Co., 324 U.S. 204, 213-14 (1945) .
fying an injunction against the merger, unless the treatment were made available equally to all 6 This fundamental principle of equal treatment for all members of the same class is related to a further principle against duality of interest. The simplest case is to suppose that the owner of all the common stock is also the owner of two-thirds of the preferred and, thus, assents to an amendment canceling preferred arrears without any compensation. Whatever he gives up in his capacity as a preferred shareholder comes to him as the common shareholder-not only that, indeed, but also what the other preferred shareholders lose as well. Here is a conflicting motive, extrinsic and contrary to the expectable interests of the preferred as a separate class, that, as anticipated in the reference above, invalidates the class vote as an authentic expression of class choice and, thus, makes inoperative the prime safeguard afforded by the statute.
It is plain that a director is a fiduciary for the corporation and its stockholders 3 Majority stockholders are not, by mere reason of their holdings, automatically trustees and, indeed, ordinarily remain free to vote their shares in any way they may wish! 4 But they may be made to share the fiduciary responsibilities of directors where the directors are put in office by them, especially if acting. as a cohesive group.P 5 If so, duality of interest, by one or the other, leads quickly to fraud. A suggestive and arguable illustration is supplied in the attempt of the Seagrave Corporation to acquire a subsidiary from another corporation. There were seven directors of Seagrave. Of these, four had been put in office by a small group of controlling stockholders for whom the plan provided an option of selling their shares to the dominant stockholder of the selling corporation at a premium of onethird above the current market. This preferential option was not available to the Seagrave's minority shareholders. The other three directors were top management officers, who were in danger of losing their positions under the present control, but who were assured of continuation in office by the dominant stockholder of the selling corporation, who was, through these arrangements, simultaneously acquiring control of Seagrave. This was, indeed, a cloudy picture.
On attack by a minority stockholder of Seagrave, a district court enjoined the plan on the ground that each group of directors had a substantial personal interest of conflicting nature which precluded an exercise of independent judgment on the merits of the plan 6 An appeal by Seagrave was very nearly successful on the ground that the proxy statement made a full disclosure of the preferential option and also of the inclination of the new owners to continue top management. Agree- 
(1939).
In close corporations, the personal relationships between stockholders may involve special elements of trust and confidence, and in such cases, a fiduciary relation is easier to establish. Helms v. ing also that the economic fairness of the plan was not open to judicial examination and that the terms of the plan were not so oppressive that they could be called fraudulent in themselves, the court of appeals, nevertheless, affirmed on the ground that the personal interests of the directors at stake "deprived the stockholders of that impartial, unprejudiced action which the fiduciary relationship required.
Calling this "constructive fraud," the court affirmed the injunction. This case emphasizes the statutory function of the directors in making the initial proposal of the plan to the shareholders. That submission undoubtedly involves the responsibility of recommendation, even though the words of the Model Act do not require anything except the adoption of a resolution "setting forth the proposed amendment" for submission at a meeting of the shareholders. 0 8 And some states have spelled out this inferential responsibility of recommendation in their statutes. Thus, Virginia requires that the resolution be one "setting forth the proposed amendment, finding that it is in the best interest of the corporation and directing that it be submitted. ... "69
In the Seagrave case, however, since the only two elements of conflicting interest, the premium and the employment, were clearly shown in the proxy statement, the case is an extreme one and merits criticism. Other courts would have decided the other way. 70 As a general rule, that seems the right course, because the full disclosure gives a substantial minority of the stockholders the power to reject the plan. There seems no public policy for denying the owners the right to assent, if they choose to do so with full notice. With regard to the inequality of treatment, which was the basic ground of the decision, the court, at most, could have conditioned its injunction on refusal to open up the preferential offer in such a way as to make it equally available to the minority. But, it should. be recognized that this is a jurisdiction to be sparingly exercised, since it means that the court is making a new bargain in lieu of what the principals have accepted. With regard to the dual interest of the three directors, which was a secondary ground for the decision, the court's decision is shortsighted, in that it may make any action iinpossible in particular situations, and improvident, in that it pays no heed to the possible benefits of the plan. The minority might well have been better off with the plan than without it, even though not quite so well off as the majority. They may not be benefited by setting the whole plan aside, even though a particular litigant might benefit in a tactical sense. Salving the conscience of the court or vindicating the theoretical correctness of a single shareholder's objection is not as important as protecting the general interests of the shareholders, the corporation, and the public.
Where there is a conflicting interest of such substantial nature and effect as to negate the statutory process of director recommendation and class assent, the appropriate remedy is to put the proponents on proof that the plan is fair. This is the 
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rule applied by some courts in similar situations where directors have other interest.
1
It has special applicability in cases where the plan itself involves a conflicting interest of directors or, more importantly, of shareholders. This has been recognized :72
Plaintiffs invoke the settled rule of law that Hilton as a majority stockholder of Mayflower and the Hilton directors as its nominees occupy, in relation to the minority, a fiduciary position in dealing with Mayflower's property. Since they stand on both sides of the transaction, they bear the burden of establishing its entire fairness, and it must pass the test of careful scrutiny by the courts.
Such proof would normally follow the general pattern of the reorganization cases. First, that there is some corporate need for the recapitalization and that the particular plan is feasible. Second, that the treatment accorded the respective classes is fair. This requires the court to weigh the investment attributes of the old stock according to their probable realization in the light of reasonably foreseeable future earnings, and hence to appraise "the current worth of [the] Rather, a judgment conclusion is contemplated to the general effect that the new treatment will represent "the equitable equivalent" 76 of the old or its "economic equivalent." 7 7 This is not to be ascertained on a spot-cash basis, but on the basis of the prospective future that has such a degree of likelihood within such an expectable period of time as normally to merit recognition by a reasonable investor. In all this field, there are legal standards to apply, but the material and the measures for weighing it are financial and economic in nature.
The occasions for judicial review of the elements of fraud that have been so fat mentioned may now be summarized in classical, though necessarily general, words of the Supreme Court. It said that judicial review begins where legal power is exceeded or "a fraudulent transaction" is theatened and, thus, by way of illustra- Or where the majority of the shareholders themselves are oppressively and illegally pursuing a course in the name of the corporation, which is in violation of the rights of the other shareholders, and which can only be restrained by the aid of a court of equity.
"E.g., Fountain v. Oreck's, Inc., 245 Minn. 202 The next element that will be given greatest weight in shifting a question of fraud is the sufficiency and fullness of the information given to stockholders. As already indicated, it would be too extreme to say that disclosure precludes the possibility of fraud. The sole owner of all the common stock and two-thirds of the preferred voting to cancel without compensation all preferred arrears for his own benefit should be held fraudulent, however boldly his purpose be preclaimed in a proxy statement. But in all cases of alleged fraud, there can be no doubt that disclosure is the strongest antiseptic. The more fully the owners are informed as to the meaning and consequences of their choice, the more meaningful is their vote as an authentic expression of ownership preference and, thus, the fuller the satisfaction of the statutory policy. At the same time, the fuller is the protection that will be accorded management. The basic importance of adequate information is recognized in the stock exchanges : Shareowners must be assured of adequate and timely information on which to base their vote-and in a larger sense-on which to base their investment decisions.
Where no proxy statement is required by the governing statute, the mere requirement of notice of the meeting is not to be read so broadly as to have the same effect. It means notice in the classical sense, and no more. But this means only that a meeting will not be held invalid for lack of notice where the meager notice of dassical proportions has been given. If any substantial question of fraud arises, a wholly different standard comes into play at once, and an adequate exposition of the nature and effect of the change may well be required not to satisfy the statutory standard, but to repel the charge of fraud.
Turning now from interpretation to policy, it is desirable that legislation go on further to require this same degree of information from the business managers in any proposal for recapitalization. The affairs of corporations have become so technical and so remote from the usual shareholder that there is increasing need for proxy statements that dearly reveal the substance of the proposal. Where there is no such requirement, one should be supplied. Suitable information is required by the Securities and Exchange Commission with respect to all securities listed on a national securities exchange. s Its administration of that law, as of the Securities Act of 1933, s 1 has undoubtedly been a great national benefit. But there are many other corporations of general investment interest that have no securities listed on a national securities exchange and, thus, are not subject to the Proxy Regulation. Fixi~y oF SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS should be enacted. The latest bill, as introduced by Senator Fulbright, s2 would have applied to every issuer with total assets exceeding $2,oooooo, where its equity securities are held of record by more than 750 persons. The studies of the Securities and Exchange Commission indicate that in this form, the bill would have applied to approximately i,2oo corporations with assets aggregating $35,oooooooooY s As reported out by the Committee, the bill is confined to corporations with at least $io,ooo,ooo of assets and i,ooo shareholders. As so amended, the bill would reach approximately 6oo unlisted companies and assure all their stockholders of the substantial, pertinent, and timely information that has resulted from the Commission's healthy administration of section fourteen of the Securities Exchange Act" with respect to listed companies. There can be no doubt that when a corporation reaches this size and involves this many people, it becomes a matter of general consequence, rather than of a purely local interest. It is also clear that with the increasing importance given class voting in modifications of class shareholder rights, adequate information on the nature and effect of the plan grows in public importance. The requirements of the Proxy Regulation are enforceable by judicial review and injunction before the meeting 8 5
A more extreme proposal has also been under consideration by the Securities and Exchange Commission involving the repeal of its Rule 133. Since the original enactment of the Securities Act of 1933, it has been generally understood that modifications of shareholder rights through voting procedures sanctioned by state statute, like amendments and mergers, were not "sales" within the terms of the Act. This basic conclusion as to the interrelation of federal and state legislation has not had official standing in proportion to its importance. Though covering the field of Securities and Exchange Commission responsibilities, it was originally embodied only in an instruction to Form E, applicable to issues of securities in certain forms of reorganization. This was applied in most situations, however, though not with absolute uniformity. When Form E was repealed, the rule was not recorded anywhere and remained only as an unwritten tradition that was respected in the administration of the 1933 Act. In the course of the admirable revisions recently made by the Commission to systematize all its rules and put of record all traditional practices, Rule 133 was adopted as a precise and official statement of this practice. The recent proposal for its early repeal is primarily designed to make the registration provisions of the 1933 Act applicable to mergers and amendments, since the Commission feels that secondary distributions have occurred in connection with some mergers contrary to the registration policies of the Act. But the proposed remedy is far wider than the evil. It would give most recapitalizations the legal status of sales, even though no new investment is to be made by the shareholder. Such widespread opposition developed, 86 that the Commission has deferred any formal action on Rule 133 pending further study and has announced that it would deal with distributions that appear to violate the registration policies of the Act on a case-by-case basis 8 7
III
Ti REsULTNG RESPONSIBILITIES When recapitalizations are needed, management plays a crucial role in crystallizing the will of the owners. As steward for the absentee owners, it is for management to formulate -a plan. This usually requires negotiation with underwriters, or institutional purchasers, or other corporations that may be included in a unification. The initial choice of approach, differently affecting the interests of shareholders, is largely 'irrevocable once made, because a negotiation, however fluid, seldom flows backward. 'At each stige of the formulation of the plan, new responsibilities for fair treatment of all interests resf on 'management as a result of the semifinal effect of shareholder choice ufidei modern legislation. New responsibilities for full and fair disclosure also result directly from this same circumstance, for the vote of the owners is meaningful as an expression of their real desire only if they are adequately informed.
There are mnassive sanctions to enforce these new responsibilities, though for the -most part; they are beyond the process of a court and not utilizable in ordinary litigation. True enough, at the technical level, disclosure is the most powerful defense against a claim of fraud. Many things that would be fraudulent if unsaid are not when explained, and the informed choice of a statutory majority will bind all conclusively. The things that would remain fraudulent even though fully exs See SEC, REPORT There is an important difference where the securityholder is already invested in the venture. Thus, the British Companies Act, 1948, II and 12 GEo. 6, C. 38, §38, specifying the contents of a prospectus, has no application to a pro rata offering of new shares to existing shareholders. Cole, Morley, and Scott, Corporate Financing in Great Britain, 12 BusINEss LAWYER 324, 356-59 (1957) .
In the case of a .reclassification, not only has the shareholder already invested, but he is also not asked to supply additional capital, though admittedly his rights are being changed in substance and the proxy FixiTy OF SHAREHOLDER RI GHTS plained are very few and exceptional. So also, fairness in the substance of the plan has an eventual relation to reviewability: when it passes the point of a difference of judgment and becomes shocking to the conscience of the chancellor, it is at the door of fraud. But the principal sanctions lie further on.
At a deeper level, management impairs its standing with the shareholders when it proposes an unfair plan or proposes any plan without adequately disclosing its nature and effect. Either course is a perilous development for all concerned. As for the stockholders, since they must look to management for the direction of operations and the development of any necessary recapitalization plans, they must either sell their stock, or go to the trouble of protesting, or take steps to throw management out of office. As for management, the loss of shareholder trust and confidence terminates their satisfaction in supervising the corporate affairs and, at a further degree, may terminate their job as well. These consequences are not automatic. But they are likely. And some of the largest oaks fall in unexpected winds. When stockholders are restless and many shares are in temporary hands, any one who knocks loudly on the door may find himself in.
Still more fundmental is the sanction imposed by society itself. Corporations are allowed to manage their own business only if, by and large, they manage it well. They are too large and too important to have their way on any other terms. The rule that a two-thirds assent binds the whole class has come into being as the healthy and practical rule for the modern corporation. It deserves to prevail and to have the fidelity of management that will maintain it. But should abuses become prevalent, the rule will be changed. And unless the corporation continues to do a better job than government could, society will interpose to protect its essential interests. This is not mere theorization on the familiar theme of power entailing responsibility. 'It represents the sensitive insight and governing motive of leading corporate managements. This was well illustrated at the latest annual meeting of Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. Here is the same company, it will be remembered, that once had pioneering days of its own and was accused of frontier manners at that time, was subsequently disintegrated under the Sherman Act, 88 and is now multiplied beyond any dream and one of our best citizens. First, as to the power of this great corporation, which goes beyond physical possessions, the chairman said :8" . . . Jersey is a leading example of democratic enterprise. It strengthens the American way at home and provides an example of its benefits to our friends abroad. And because energy is an essential to defense, the company is an integral part of the shield that guards all free men from tyranny.
Then as to the responsibilities that flow from this position, the chairman said:90
Jersey feels a responsibility and has a determination to maintain scientific and technical leadership; to prove itself a good citizen; to establish sound human relations. It believes it must live by principles of ethics and morality which form the basic rules of society; and do its part in establishing those rules of conduct in its business relations throughout the world.
Applying this philosophy to operations, the president said :" ... [N] o commercial organization, particularly one of Jersey's size, can exist without creating certain social influences and, thereby, acquiring responsibilities beyond those of a purely business nature. These responsibilities will certainly grow in the future, as Jersey's normal growth continues .... Applying this to the particulars, the president gave special emphasis to the 156,ooo employees and concluded:."
In addition, Jersey has civic responsibilities to the various communities where its affiliates operate, financial responsibilities to the educational institutions from which it draws many of its key employees, and-under many categories-responsibilities to governments.
With regard to the latter, Jersey's stature entitles it to add that these include "the responsibility to help and to participate in the development of friendly foreign nations.
' 9 3 It has, indeed, more earthly power than many formal sovereignties that sit in the United Nations.
This epitomizes the best thinking in contemporary corporate management. In this new world, the feudal "diversities" are no longer meaningful. The class shareholder rights are not fixed, but relative, and it is better in the public interest that this be so. But, without regard to the technical processes of the courts and looking to broader social necessities that are translated into legislation and judicial process whenever necessary, management has new responsibilities in consequence. Most directly these are to the shareholders as analyzed above. But that is not all. With great new size and power, there also come great new responsibilities toward all the groups who are affected by the corporate undertaking. Thus, in a very real sense, management bears a share of the responsibility for maintaining that miracle of a dynamic, expanding, and socially-respected economy that supports the American way of life.
